
Final Stretch
Your 3 month countdown

to delegating without worry



In the 15 years I've spent 
helping people learn stuff...



I've seen 5 distinct
levels on the 
learning curve

Knows but
 can't DO

Does but
with support

Does  on
one's own

Curious
to know

Doesn't 
care



And to climb up this curve,
a different input works best 

at each level



Encouragement
or Crisis

Books
Case studies
Workshops

Batting Practice
with a Mentor

Withdrawing
Support

Knows but
 can't DO

Does but
with support

Does  on
one's own

Curious
to know

Doesn't 
care



As a start-up founder, 

if you wish to shift focus 
from tactical to strategic work...

...then you must
delegate tactical work to a

self sufficient core team



So, your core team
must also shift
from where
they are...

Knows but
 can't DO

Does but
with support

Does  on
one's own

Curious
to know

Doesn't 
care



To this place of 
self sufficiency

Knows but
 can't DO

Does but
with support

Does  on
one's own

Curious
to know

Doesn't 
care



This is where 

FINAL STRETCH 
comes in.

It is a 3-month program which makes 
your core team self-sufficient



The program's center-piece is
10-weeks of batting practice.

Batting Practice with Mentor  

Participants from your core team
practice forming new habits

which will soon lighten your load



Batting Practice with Mentor  

Old habit New habit

Focus on today Think 2 quarters ahead

Raise the alarm Solve the problem

Fire-�ghting Set up systems to 
anticipate problems

Speed up only when 
pushed

Act with sense of 
urgency

Old habit New habit

Only action. Zero 
communication

Update everyone 
frequently 

When workload 
increases, work longer 

hours.

Delegate. Create 
scalable processes.

Wait for approval Decide boldly.
Act with speed.

New habits like these



Batting Practice with Mentor  

This practice is guided by a mentor
who works individually with each participant

Maintains
Momentum

Reviews
Practice

Sounding
Board

Fills gaps in
knowledge



Naturally, learning needs for each 
participant will differ.

 
To pinpoint them, we do a diagnosis

based on your feedback
and self-appraisal by participants.

Diagnosis Batting Practice with Mentor  



The Test Flight phase
verifies if participants 

have become self-sufficient
 

You and the mentor
gradually withdraw support

and let them take charge

Diagnosis Batting Practice with Mentor Test Flight



•
•
•

To keep the program light on your bandwidth, 
the mentor...

project-manages the 3-month program
keeps you informed of progress
guides you when your involvement is needed

Diagnosis Batting Practice with Mentor Test Flight

Progress
Report

Progress
Report



Our customers mostly engage us
during their growth-stage

The Preventive Option.
Engage us to strengthen core team 
before things reach breaking point

Poised for 

growth

Fa
st 

gr
owth

Mature

Early

The Curative Option.
Engage us to restore control,

and prevent burnouts



... am now 
able to think 
about our 
long term 

goals...

I am no longer the 
bottleneck for 
small decisions

... has been 
lately 

proactive in 
updating me

I slowly saw my 
team get more 

independent

... now 
shows a 
sense of 
urgency

I can see him 
taking initiative 

nowCore team's 
speed of 

execution has 
improved

Startups who engaged us
and their experiences



Chitra B.

Vivek Kaul

Pravin Sathe

Founder of Diya Naturals, a skincare brand,
ex-IBM, Accenture

HR Consultant
ex- HR Director (Kimberley Clark) 

Founder of Elixir Communications

Mentors

Revati Gore

Founder of ThoughtTrain
ex-ICICI, Citibank, Springboard

Shirish Kher
Founder

Founder of Final Stretch
ex-Asian Paints , General Electric

Our mentors

They've headed ventures and
mentored people

So when they engage with your 
core team, the CONNECT IS REAL



Ready?

shirish@shirishkher.com


